Head and Neck Surgery Temporoparietal Fascia Flap Reconstruction for Lateral Skull Base Tumors
Rusha J. Patel, MD (presenter); Jason P. Hunt, MD; Luke Buchmann, MD Objective: 1) Determine the efficacy of the temporoparietal fascia flap (TPFF) in preventing cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks during skull base reconstruction for lateral skull base tumors. 2) Learn which factors lead to success of the TPFF.
Method: A retrospective chart review was conduced of lateral skull base resections from 2005 to 2010 at a tertiary academic hospital. Patients were divided into TPFF versus non-TPFF groups. Data on tumor size, intradural extension, and presence of postoperative CSF leak were recorded and compared between groups.
Results: A total of 62 patients underwent lateral skull base resection and were available for review. Sixteen patients had a TPFF reconstruction and 46 patients had other forms of reconstruction. The rates of CSF leak in TPFF versus non-TPFF groups were 6% and 11%, respectively. Patients with TPFF reconstruction were more likely to have large tumors (25% vs 9%) and to undergo intradural surgical dissection (25% versus 13%). The TPFF group had a higher number of paragangliomas (93% vs 32%) and the non-TPFF group had a higher rate of squamous cell carcinoma and meningioma (19% and 10%, versus 0%).
Conclusion: TPFF reconstruction of lateral skull base defects is effective in preventing postoperative CSF leaks. Since the procedure has low morbidity, it should be considered in all lateral skull base defects at risk for CSF leaks, especially for patients with large tumors or intradural involvement.
Head and Neck Surgery
The Feasibility of 18-FLT PET for the Detection of Metastatic Lymph Node of Head and Neck Cancer Takehito Kishino (presenter); Hiroshi Hoshikawa Objective: Investigate the diagnostic efficacy of FLT PET for evaluating the nodal metastatic lymph nodes in head and neck cancers.
Method:
The diagnosis of metastatic lymph nodes was based on CT findings. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value with FLT PET were determined based on CT findings. Ten patients underwent surgical treatment, and those cases were all evaluated histopathologically.
Results:
The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value with FLT PET were 90%, 91%, 96%, and 80%, respectively. While the accuracy was 98% in the lymph nodes with a minimum diameter greater than 10 mm, the accuracy decreased to 80% in lymph nodes with a minimum diameter less than 10mm. A histopathological examination of 191 lymph nodes from 10 patients revealed that FLT PET had a sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value for lymph node of 61%, 99%, 90%, and 93%, respectively.
Conclusion: FLT PET was found to have a high sensitivity for detecting metastatic lymph nodes with a minimum diameter greater than 10 mm. However, it was difficult to detect the occult metastatic lymph nodes which could not be detected with CT imaging.
Head and Neck Surgery
The Learning Curve of Video-Assisted Thyroidectomy Romain E. Kania, MD (presenter); Benjamin Verillaud; Hugo Tran; Nicolas Bon Mardion; Elisabeth Sauveget, MD; Patrice Tran Ba-Huy, MD; Philippe Herman, MD, PhD
Objective: Minimally invasive video-assisted thyroidectomy (MIVAT) has been demonstrated to be a safe procedure for the removal of small thyroid nodules in order to improve cosmetic results and reduce pain. The aim of this study was to evaluate the learning curve of this procedure.
Method: Thirty-four patients were consecutively operated by MIVAT and were arbitrarily split in 2 groups: group 1 (n = 17)
